Take the future
into your
own hands!
Production Engineer – Production
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Your duties

What you can expect

You act as an interface between the production, maintenance, upstream production
planning and quality units. As a technician with a broad knowledge base, you
above all enjoy the challenge in the diversity of your duties and operate inter
actively in your organization.
Developing, planning and ensuring reliable production of a product on the
relevant machines and equipment | Optimizing the manufacturing process for
new and existing products including plant planning, plant optimization and
maintenance | Conducting trials and product defect analysis, and introducing
the measures deduced from the analysis into the process | Checking technical
feasibility and risk assessment of customer specifications for a product
Processes that continue to develop technically – thanks to your dedication and
efforts to improve them – and that can also be reconfigured. For a production
process that runs efficiently and at the same time maintains high product quality
standards, you as the production engineer must understand your equipment
and the manufacturing process down to the smallest detail as well as be able to
continuously optimize them. Here you are able to employ and further develop
your know-how in the fields of electrical engineering, mechanics, automation,
metallurgy, research & development, and quality assurance. In this flexible and
diverse job, you help ensure our products stay one step ahead at all times.

Being able to turn your own ideas into reality and consequently
help the company achieve success is a sense of satisfaction
that you’ll find in many places within the voestalpine Group.
Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Markus Zöchbauer, voestalpine employee
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Chemist
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

As a chemist, you will find opportunities to put your extensive knowledge to practical
use in research and development, in test technology and analytics, in quality manage
ment, in operational environmental protection or even in the patent department.

Your duties

Planning and conducting chemical experiments | Developing and optimizing
product, analysis and manufacturing methods | Surface engineering with the new
and further development of coating systems | Assisting product developments and
optimization of plant processes | Small-scale technical simulations | Conducting
chemical and chemical-physical experiments to determine material constants and
chemical parameters | Raw material, product, process or equipment analytics |
Analysis of contaminants | Logging and documentation of test procedures | Prepara
tion of project proposals, research reports and studies | Assessment and evaluation
of measurement and inspection data as well as deriving measures from these |
Project management | Customer consultation and support

What you can expect

A mixture of laboratory and office activities. As a chemist, your work is usually interdisciplinary and you deal with experts from other fields of science and technology
such as physics, materials engineering, mathematics, machine and plant engineering,
mechatronics and biology, as well as with laboratory technicians. You often act as
an interface between the customer and the business. Your work tools range from
beakers and computers to chromatography and electrochemical equipment as well as
simulation systems and high-resolution microscopic and spectroscopic methods.

What excites me about voestalpine is not only the opportunity to assist
with new product development from the lab to the production plant
(scale-up) and all the way to the customer, but also the good work
environment, which is collegial and at the same time productive.
DI Dr. Christian Karl Riener, voestalpine employee
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Controller
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

You work in voestalpine Controlling and at the same time support management
in the decision-making process. You can meanwhile work in a network with
all of the divisions and levels within voestalpine and, as a result, you function
as a coordinator between sales, production and procurement.

Your duties

Planning: Systematic definition and allocation of goals as well as measurement
of their achievement; analysis of target an actual data as well as development
of countermeasures where deviations are found
Reporting and interpretation: Developing and ongoing preparation of reports
for management | Preparing analyses and key data systems | Identifying
methods to optimize the cost structure | Supporting the continuous improve
ment process | Assisting in strategic investment projects and assessment of
their profitability | Developing and preparing data relevant to decision-making
processes

What you can expect

A position in which you are able to apply your analytical and logical reasoning
skills as well as your ability to scrutinize facts and processes. You examine
problematic issues from all sides and provide innovative approaches to them.
You are meanwhile able to score points with your excellent understanding of
overarching financial and technical contexts.

Especially in times of volatile markets, Controlling contributes
a crucial component to the management of a company.
Cornelia Doppler MSc BA, voestalpine employee
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Electrical Engineer
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

As an electrical engineer you represent the interface between humans and machines
and understand how to align the needs and requirements of the operators with what is
technically and economically feasible. Whether in energy distribution, drive system
engineering, plant optimization, control engineering and modelling or in research and
development – when it comes to in-house electronic developments, there are practically
no limits placed on your curiosity and interest as an electrical engineer. Typical level 3
and level 2 systems in the automation hierarchy constitute a smooth transition from
electrical engineering to information technology that plays out almost exclusively in the
office environment. Process-related activities are carried out directly in plants, control
rooms and in the open air.

Your duties

Consulting, planning, engineering and implementing plant components | Operating,
maintaining and repairing plant components | Optimizing and enhancing core technological processes and supporting processes using the latest technologies

What you can expect

The best conditions for employing and further developing your solid expertise in
electrical engineering with flexibility and enjoyment in solution-oriented engineering
work in the electrical and IT engineering environment.

The voestalpine Group offers electrical engineers an
enormously broad range of assignments that leaves
nothing to be desired when it comes to challenge
and opportunities to develop.
Dipl.-Ing. Christian Gutenbrunner, voestalpine employee
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Mechanical Engineer
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

In keeping with the diverse vocational education, a wide-ranging
field of operation awaits you in the areas of research and development,
production, plant engineering, quality control and management,
construction engineering, sales and purchasing.

Your duties

Developing, planning and constructing machines and plants | Produc
tion management | Planning and managing maintenance activities |
Plant and process improvements | Project participation and manage
ment | Sales | Purchasing

What you can expect

A balanced mixture between white-collar and blue-collar duties with
the corresponding network of individual departments. As a mechanical
engineer, you are offered a wide-ranging field of operation with the
permanent challenge of improving processes and making use of
the good opportunities for development.

Trainee program, logistics, plant engineering and sales:
four contrasting duties and requirements within nine
years. If you want, there are unlimited paths and
opportunities open to you!
Dipl.-Ing. Volker Baier, voestalpine employee
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Mechatronics Engineer
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

As a mechatronics engineer, you will be assigned to research and development,
plant engineering, to projects for large plant installations or optimizations, or
as a production engineer. Together with plant engineers, material and process
specialists, the quality unit or maintenance, you efficiently employ the tools
of mechatronics in order to apply the proper levers in the process.

Your duties

Optimizing production processes with respect to precision, dynamics, product
quality and production reliability by means of an integrated approach to the areas
of mechatronics, electrical engineering, physics and data technology as well as
measurement concepts and system theory approaches (including “unconven
tional” ones) | Concept development, calculation, testing and implementation
of mechatronic components up to plant integration | Numeric simulation of
processes and implementation of the developed solutions in the process control
systems

What you can expect

Technical challenges, which you master with your inquisitiveness and passion for
interdisciplinary work and focused solutions, and in which you can incorporate
your superior understanding of technical interdependencies.

Mechatronics is a driver of innovation at
voestalpine. The potential lies in closely
linking individual disciplines in order
to achieve added value.
Dipl.-Ing. Dr. mont. Heinrich Aigner, voestalpine employee
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Metallurgist
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Your assigned area includes research and development, all production and
finishing units as well as the quality units. You also incorporate your knowledge
and skills into expansion planning (from concept preparation to implementation),
as well as into production logistics, into environmental protection and into technical customer support. You work on the one hand in teams made up of process
engineers, maintenance engineers, R&D engineers and quality engineers, along
with process automation experts, and on the other hand work in close contact
(depending on assigned area) with the plant personnel, the up- and downstream
production stages (including logistics) as well as the quality and research and
development units. You therefore work very close to the customer (external or
within the Group) and/or very close to the production facilities.

Your duties

Process optimization with a focus on boosting product quality and production
safety as well as optimizing manufacturing costs | Developing and implementing
optimizations across multiple processes

What you can expect

Interdisciplinary teams that you inspire with your enjoyment of your work,
your curiosity, your innovative spirit and your focus on the relevant issues.

Metallurgy is the key function in acquiring metal
from the raw materials and in forming it into
products. But the true strength is first revealed
through networking with other disciplines!
Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang Höfer, voestalpine employee
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Physicist
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Your duties

What you can expect

As a physicist you will be assigned to central or decentral research
and development. Whether in the rooms and laboratories of scientific
research institutions or in the research and development departments
in our industrial plants – you actively help design the products of
the future.
Planning and conducting experiments | Developing theoretical models
from observational data and formulating physical and metallurgical
statements with the aid of computer simulations | Preparing and
publishing research reports and studies | Logging and documentation
of test procedures | Analysis and evaluation of measurements and
experimental data | Manage or assist in research projects | Verify the
quality of raw materials | Material testing on small systems
An extensive range of duties that include international cooperative
ventures and that allow voestalpine to remain, famously, one step
ahead.

It amazes me time and again how much potential is
contained within steel – whether on its own or in
combination with other materials. Being able to bring
this potential to application through research and
development does fill me with a bit of pride.
Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Roman Rössler, voestalpine employee
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Statistician
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Your duties

What you can expect

Through your confident handling of data – from acquiring it to analyzing
and presenting it – you contribute significantly to research and development
projects, to production reliability teams, to process optimizations and to
defect analysis.
Data collection and preparation | Preparing and working with databases |
Programming activities | Applying statistical methods and procedures |
Developing regression and prognosis models | Analyzing correlations in
the data and presenting them in the form of tables, graphs or curves |
Conducting statistical and mathematical calculations | Calculating key
figures | Standardization and automation of analyses | Offline modeling |
Statistical process control | Advising internal specialists and management
Working in an interdisciplinary team and cooperation with university and
non-university research facilities in order to cope with complex challenges.

Through the use of statistical methods, complex correlations in our
process data can be identified and the appropriate classification
and forecast models can be generated. This allows us to improve
the processes and product quality even further.
Mag. Silvia Mitter, voestalpine employee
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Process Engineer
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Due to the broad education, there are a great many possible assignments
within the company. These range from deployment as a process engineer in
the various metallurgical processes to plant engineering and to the environ
ment unit, among others. You work on the continuous improvement of
processes and the development of new products – from the right selection
of raw material to the use in various processes and to development of
custom-tailored product solutions.

Your duties

Developing and testing methods for production and improvement of base
material and semi-finished products | Control of production processes |
Enhancement of existing methods | Conducting safety and quality controls

What you can expect

The possibility to improve complex processes with the help of your ambi
tion, your curiosity and your openness for all resulting tasks for optimizing
and improving. With us, you will find precisely the combination that makes
the work of a process engineer so exciting: changing from the office to
production and to the laboratory.

The duties described above and the diverse potential
for development show quite clearly that studying to
become a process engineer definitely pays off.
DI Andreas Gahleitner, voestalpine employee
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Purchasing Agent
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

As a purchasing agent, you make a significant value contribution in each of the
Group‘s purchasing organizations through all purchases, including raw materials,
services, replacement parts, consumables and more. You are a strategic partner
for the internal customers and maintain cooperation and communication with your
partners. You work in a network within voestalpine and externally with suppliers.
By visiting exhibitions and firms and through benchmarking with other companies,
you are also present externally in the market. The special lead-buyer structure
offers you interesting prospects within the company. Lead buyers are responsible
Group-wide for the purchase of defined product groups.

Your duties

Optimizing the purchasing process | Researching procurement markets |
Developing product group strategies | Preparing queries | Evaluating proposals |
Conducting negotiations | Making procurement decisions | Claims management |
Order processing

What you can expect

The opportunity to successfully contribute your problem-solving skills, capacity
for teamwork, analytical thinking skills, capability to learn and adapt to change,
communication skills and your outstanding personal competence.

The continuous changes that characterize the daily work will
continue to become even more rapid in the future. Innovative
technologies, changing customer needs and increasing
competitive pressure demand that purchasing agents display
outstanding willingness to learn and adaptability.
Ing. Günter Wimberger, voestalpine employee
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Sales Specialist – Sales
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Each subsidiary of the voestalpine Group has its own sales unit and is allocated to
various sectors. You are in demand here as a key account manager, account manager
or as a segment coordinator and industry planner. This position is characterized
by intensive teamwork, primarily with engineers, other sales agents, planning and
customer service, as well as by international duties with business travel to customer
sites.

Your duties

Customer relationship management – maintaining and optimizing existing customer
relationships including planning and supply chain management at the customer level |
New customer acquisition | Continuous observation of markets, trends and com
petitors as well as development of criteria for decision-making | Contract negotiations
(proposals, price and volume negotiations, financial statements, contract design) |
Complaints management | Conducting sales promotion campaigns | Cooperating
in and managing projects | Key account management – m
 anagement of the customer
team (sales, engineering, customer service)

What you can expect

The chance to assume responsibility: Responsibility for customer strategy, negotiations and contract design; responsibility for results, complaints management and
customer relationship management. Responsibility for the process, including planning
and supply change management at the customer level. Responsibility for the product,
including promoting and optimizing the product mix. Responsibility for projects,
including managing or cooperating in workshops and supporting management in
strategic projects.

I like to see myself as an information hub. The mixture of direct
customer contact with business travel and the strategic focus
connected with this job provides what is to me the perfect
basis for a varied and challenging job.
Mag. Markus Grübl, voestalpine employee
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IT Project Manager
Your assigned area
and work environment
within the company

Depending on the project, the assignment may be on-site, i.e. it may allow or
require working at any of the locations of voestalpine. Group-wide, you support
both national and international IT and organizational projects in all divisions
(including finance/controlling and production as well as logistics projects).
Internal projects concern optimization of internal processes and tool support
for IT development and organization.

Your duties

Supporting from the proposal phase to project planning | Establishing a project
structure according to time and expense, scope and costs for quality | Ongoing
coordination of the project with overall responsibility for schedules and costs |
Ongoing controlling and reporting with status overview and planned next steps |
Orderly project conclusion according to the specifications of the customer and
the project process definition | Participating in audits to maintain process and
information quality

What you can expect

You transform a wide range of tasks into a structure and handle the planning and
supervision of implementation – including responsibility for costs and quality as
well as communicating with participating project partners. Depending on the
project size, implementation support may also be necessary, which requires you
to assume technical responsibility.

The diversity of the possible project tasks, the differences in
the requirements from the individual departments and the
responsibility to be able to make a meaningful contribution
in these projects is an essential and certainly constant
motivating factor for this challenging job.
DI Franz Gruber-Leitner, voestalpine employee
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